
ARE YOU AN ALIEN? QUIZ

Are you part Alien and part human? Are you a tech head, computer geek, Star Wars 

junkie or space enthusiast? Do you feel different, like you don’t fit in? I am a 

Certified Realm Reader* and wrote this quiz for you!

Mark YES answers. Do you:

___ hate violence and refuse to watch horror films, war stories, crime reporting or 

even football?

___ consider yourself a peace activist?

___ love sci-fi movies & books? And astronomy? 

___ believe in aliens & UFOs?

___ love scuba diving (the weightlessness feels just like the atmosphere on your 

home planet)?

___ look like an alien, with big eyes and a small mouth? 

___ get comments from perfect strangers about your “strange eyes?”

___ choose metallic silver as your favorite color?

___ love reading about the space program? Hope to be an astronaut?

___ prefer to work alone? And live alone?

___ work with computers? Or with science? Or in another technology field?

___ remember being called a nerd or geek at school?

___ consider yourself a big fan of Spock? Relate to his high intelligence and 

awkwardness with human emotions?

Did you answer “yes” a lot? Then you lived a previous life on an Alien planet! 

Now you are 1/2 human and 1/2 Alien. It’s a tough transition, from super smart, 

super logical (and unemotional) Alien to Earthling! You may be confused and 

unhappy. 

Let me help you by:

1. Revealing your life purpose.

2. Describing the likely problems in your love life. 

3. Giving you a heads up about common health problems.

Send $15 to newagestudies@gmail.com on PayPal. I will email you a pdf file that 



you can read or print with Adobe Acrobat Reader called Life Info for Aliens. 

Emails get sent out once a day and go to the email address you use with PayPal.
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